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What is he banging on about, you might think, upon reading the title to this article.  But I 

can’t help but regard much of what is most relevant in the world of superyachts and the 

affairs of their UBO’s as being increasingly set by a misguided, social media driven 

morality.  

Trial by Perception 

So, to the big issue that has impacted many innocent HNW clients is the moral 

repugnancy (some might say fuelled by jealousy) that afflicts any hint of tax avoidance 

(note: perfectly legal and not to be confused with tax evasion), coupled with the intrusive 

(social) media led assault on privacy.  

If we can’t do what is legal for fear of righteous opprobrium visited upon us by social 

media, we have entered a world where the witch-hunt has gone mainstream, and factual 

enquiry is replace with trial by perception.  How do you protect against that?  The savvy 

client maybe should use a reputational risk consultant, and we all have a role to play in 

ensuring, in our advice, that account is taken of the bigger moral risk a particular course of 

action might expose a client to. 

As an article published by the Adam Smith Institute in April 2016 said “the idea that people 

are obligated to enthusiastically pay as much tax as they can is perverse and absurd”1. 

                                                 
1
 https://www.adamsmith.org/blog/the-morality-of-tax-avoidance  
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But many still elide tax avoidance with (illegal) tax evasion.  One outcome of that 

confusion has been the new beneficial ownership registers imposed by politicians eager to 

be seen to be “doing something” about hidden offshore wealth and tax efficient 

jurisdictions of convenience.  Fortunately, most are not searchable by the general public 

(but may be hackable by the criminally devious; Cayman, however, uses an “air break” to 

prevent remote internet access).  These beneficial ownership registers are relevant to the 

world of superyachts, where SPVs that own yachts are often incorporated. 

Permanent Establishment 

The moral angle also plays out in public policy and enforcement.   

Years ago, in a yacht construction project context, the project manager / build captain 

had the requisite authority to bind the principal in regard to decisions affecting the build, 

and to execute agreements etc.  A project office would be established in the yard from 

which – unsurprisingly – the project would be managed.  Sound reasonable to you? 

Now, the perceived risk is that such an arrangement might mean that the principal, 

usually an SPV corporate, becomes tax resident in the location of the yard.  The OECD 

Model tax convention lists as indicative of a place of permanent establishment a place of 

management, or a branch.   

It is possible to avoid the risk of a permanent establishment by making sure that all binding 

decisions are taken elsewhere, perhaps in the more tax-friendly jurisdiction where the SPV 

is incorporated, for example.  This means the poor old project manager has to get the 

directors of the SPV to sign off on decisions.  

With a yacht construction project lasting 3-5 years, this added complexity is essential in 

order to protect the owner – and means that bespoke advice must be sought for each 

project and in each jurisdiction.  

The tax position and treatment of yachts is overly complicated, and does not reflect the 

needs of the industry - but on the other hand, might well serve the needs of politicians who 

don’t always want to be seen to offer help to the wealthy.  There really is no good reason 

why, in many jurisdictions, artificial arrangements have to be put in place simply to build or 

repair a yacht.  

VAT registration requirements have even made chartering more problematic.  In order to 

charter in Europe you must register for VAT in the place where you commence charters 

and you must have a fiscal representative in that jurisdiction.  This, I suggest, is the 

beginning of a move toward an obligation for “onshoring” all corporation tax.  Indeed the 

proposal by the EU Commission for a Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCB) for 

Europe2 has as one of its objectives “a unified approach in countering aggressive tax 

planning”. Furthermore, on 08 March 2018, the EU Commission began infringement 

proceedings against Malta, Greece and Cyprus for applying a reduced rate of VAT on 

lease / purchase transactions – and notably reference, in their press release announcing 

                                                 
2
 See further https://nexia.com/publications/global-insight/global-insight-april-2016/international-taxation/a-unified-tax-

regime-across-europe-evaluating-the-impact/  

https://nexia.com/publications/global-insight/global-insight-april-2016/international-taxation/a-unified-tax-regime-across-europe-evaluating-the-impact/
https://nexia.com/publications/global-insight/global-insight-april-2016/international-taxation/a-unified-tax-regime-across-europe-evaluating-the-impact/
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the move, the impact of the Paradise Papers.3 Pierre Moscovici, Commissioner for 

Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs Union, reportedly said: “In order to 

achieve fair taxation we need to take action wherever necessary to combat VAT evasion. 

We cannot allow this type of favourable tax treatment granted to private boats, which 

also distorts competition in the maritime sector. Such practices violate EU law and must 

come to an end”. 

Divergence not Convergence 

We have of course been here before, with the disastrous Spanish matriculation tax that 

drove so many yachts away from Spain, to the detriment of the very people the tax was 

introduced to benefit, and we are at it again, this time in France with the French ENIM 

decree, applying French social security legislation to seafarers residing in France.  This, 

again, shows how social media influences policy making in the field of tax. 

In 2016, Art L.5551-1 of the Transport Code (“FTC”) was promulgated to define exactly the 

scope of connection that was required, and decree no. 2017-307 of 09 March 2017, in 

force from 01 July 2017 to implement the requirements.   

That decree was subsequently modified, on 30 December 2017, promulgating a new 

Social Security Finance Law of 2018 that provided some clarification, in that a French 

resident seafarer (not just a French national -  the seafarer may be of any nationality and 

would include overseas nationals on board non-French flagged yachts) will not need to 

be registered under the ENIM rules if he or she is covered by social security protection “at 

least equivalent to” cover provided by L 111.1 of the Social Security Code.  Equivalence 

does not mean it has to be identical, however, unemployment benefits are excluded. 

So what do you need to do?  Well, private insurance has ridden to the rescue.  It can 

provide cover that meets the equivalence test.  The crew employer then files a 

document, a “Statement of Commitment” with ENIM, certifying the employers agreement 

to provide the seafarer with a welfare scheme ”at least equivalent” to L-111.1 of the Social 

Security Code.  

However, the issue of separate national regulation of seafarers remains an issue, and it is. 

Tax is Tough – Regulation Better? 

I think yes.  Less about morality this time, and more about efficiency. 

Tougher regulation is not to be feared; it drives the few bad operators and owners out of 

business and leaves the good guys free to leverage their skills. 

Some important regulatory changes are part of this process.  Many are good.  

Let’s look at the big picture.  The Maritime Labour Convention 2006 has ushered in a new 

era of increased seafarer rights that have been largely positive, despite a lack of 

                                                 
3
 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-1451_en.htm :“The Paradise Papers revealed widespread VAT evasion in 

the yacht sector” is one of the more extraordinary assertions in the press release.   

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-1451_en.htm
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consultation with the superyacht industry.  Consider also the newly minted Red Ensign 

Group Yacht Code, known as REG-YC.   

I have been involved with REG-YC for some time, as an adviser generally, as a member of 

the Cayman Islands Advisory Committee – Yachts, and latterly, acting for a client on one 

of the very first newbuilds that will take advantage of it. 

REG-YC combines the existing Large Yacht Code 3 (LY3) and the Passenger Yacht Code 

(PYC) into one document and will come into force on 1 January 2019, to give the industry 

time to become familiar with it.  It comprises two parts with common annexes – for 

example, helicopter landing areas. It retains the familiar format of the existing REG codes 

but should be easier to update and amend. 

It also represents the coming of age of the PYC no longer being an orphan code, but now 

in Part B and fully a part of the new REG-YC. Part A is the updated LY3 for yachts carrying 

up to 12 passengers. 

Quality shipyards are adapting their operations to REG-YC already, but many are not 

familiar with its advantages for (as an example) designers who should take advantage of 

increased use of goal based standards and alternative design arrangements to drive 

forward innovation in design.   

I think REG-YC will give the Red Ensign flags a competitive edge they need in this rapidly 

changing market.  Is that your view too? 

The Beginning, not the End 

The Victorians were a tough and successful lot in the main, but made mistakes along the 

way.  The modern 21st century approach to the superyacht industry promises progress and 

increased safety and greater rights for seafarers, but also poses problems for the owners 

through scrutiny and confusion on social media.  

It’s a modern Victorian saga, one might say. 
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